
XI STANDARD COMMON EXAMINATION 

Model Question Paper 

Subject : Statistics Maximum Mark  :  70  
              Time           :   2 ½ Hours 

Section -A 

 
Answer the following              15X1=15 

1)  The temperature of a patient during hospitalization is 100 F is in  

(a) Nominal Scale  (b) ordinal scale  (c) interval scale  (d) Ratio scale 

2)  Which one of the method is Quasi probability sampling  

(a) quota sampling   (b) snow ball sampling   (c) Systematic sampling    

(d) Convenience sampling. 

3)  In a stem and leaf plot stem is the ladle for _____________ digit 

(a) Leading  (b) Trailing  (c) middle  (d) none. 

4)  In which one of the following diagrams data is transformed in to angles. 

(a) Pictogram  (b) Pareto diagram  (c) Pie diagram  (d) Histogram. 

5)  When all the observations are same then the relation between A.M, G.M, and H.M is 

a) A.M=G.M = H.M  (b) A.M <H.M <G.M  (c) A.M < G.M < H.M  (d) A.M > G.M > H.M 

6)  If Quartile deviation is 8 then the value of standard deviation will be  

(a) 12  (b) 16  (c) 24  (d) none of the above 

7)  The Value of  nCn 

(a)N  (b) 1  (c) n!  (d) (n-1)! 

8)  If A and B are independent events with P(A) = P(B) and P(A B) = a then P(B) is  

(a) 2a  (a)�a  (c) a/2  (d) a2 

9) Given E(x+c) = 8 and E(x-c) = 12 , then c is equal to 

(a) -2  (b) 4  (c) -4  (d)2 

10) Skewness and kurtosis of N( , 2) are 

(a) 0,1  (b) 0,3  (c) 0,2  (d) 0,0 

11) Opinion poll in a study is conducted  

(a) Before the process start  (b) After the process  (c) Middle of the process   

(d) at any point of time of the process 
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12) The professionals who quality in Actuarial science course are called _________ 

a) Statisticians  (b) Economist  (c) Actuaries  (d) Industrialist 

13) For a continuous random variable probability at a particular point is 

a) 1  (b) -1  (c) 0  (d) ∞ 

14)  � = 1 + 1
1!

+ 2
2!

+ 2
3!

+ ⋯ = 2.71828  is 

(a) Rational number  (b) Natural number  (c) Integer  (d) Irrational number 

(15) If the value of β2 is greater than the distribution is  

(a) Less peaked  (b) More peaked  (c) normal  (d) all the above 

Section -B       6x2=12 

Answer any six of the following. Question no. 24 is compulsory 

(16)  What is big data? 

(17)  What is bi-variate table? 

(18)  Distinguish multiple bar diagram and component bar diagram? 

(19)  In a moderately a symmetrical frequency distribution the values of median and arithmetic mean                    

are 72 and 78 respectively.  Estimate the value of the mode? 

20)  write the measures used in Box-plot?  

21)  i)  Evaluate  

22)  verify whether the following is a Probability density function 

 �(�) = 	 {5�4,						0 < �, 1	0	,						���������		 

23)  i) Find the skewness and kurtosis of a poisson variate with parameter 4? 

       ii) State the limiting conditions for a Poisson distribution to become a Normal distribution 

24)  If E1 and E2 are two mutually exclusive events and given that the find P(E2)=0.5 and P(E1UE2)=0.7  
        then find P(E1) 
 

Section - C 

Answer any six of the following Question no.33 is compulsory       6x3=18 

25)  Distinguish between Sampling and non sampling error 

26)  Distinguish between primary data and secondary data 

27)  i) What are the components of a table? 
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    ii) What are the merits of quota sampling? 

28)  The following table shows the time taken by 100 students to travel to school on a particular day 

Time 0-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 20-25 

No. of students 5 25 40 17 13 
       Draw the histogram? 

29.  A man travels from Jaipur to Agra by a car and takes 4 hours to cover the whole distance.  In the 

first hour he travels at a speed of 50km/hr,  in the second, third and fourth hour his speed is 

64km/hr, 80km/hr, and 55km/hr respectively.  Find the average speed? 

30.  i) How many different words can be formed with letters of the word “PROBABILITY”? 

      ii) Write the relationship between mean, median and mode? 

31. If A = {11,14,16,18,19}  B = {12,14,18,19}   C = {13,15,18,19}  find  (i) P (A/B)    (ii)  P  (B/C). 

32.  If a random variable has the following probability distribution 

X 0 1 2 3 4 5 

P(x) K 2K 4K 8K 3K 2K 
 

(i) find K       (ii)  find P (x≤3) 

33. Find the value of  β2 for the following data  

 µ1=0,  µ2=4, µ3=0, µ4=37.6 

Section-D 

Answer all the Questions         5x5=25 

34)  State the applications of statistics in information technology and commerce 

(or) 

(i)  Find the derivative of  � = with respect to    

(ii) Evaluate  ∫1
0 ∫1

0 16����	����	 

35.   A well known thinking about the student of senior secondary school is that they are brilliant, unique 
in maths. A maths teacher taught them properly and then he decided to take a test to justify them. He 
prepared a test consists 12 questions divided in two parts say Part I and Part II, containing 5 and 7 
questions respectively. A student is required to attempt 8 questions in all, selecting at least 3 from each 
part. In how many ways can a student select the questions? Suggest any other quality of students, that 
should be judge by teacher through this test. 

(or) 
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Students of a class were given an aptitude test. There marks were found to be normally distributed with 

mean 60 and standard deviation 5.  what percentage of students scored (i) more than 60 marks             

(ii) between 45 and 65 marks 

36. The life time (in hours) of 100 bulbs observed in a quality control test is given below. 

Life time (in hours) 600-650 650-700 700-750 750-800 800-850 

No. of bulbs 6 14 40 34 6 
 

i)  Draw less than ogive, more than ogive curves. 

ii)  Find the median life time 07 bulbs graphically. 

(or) 

Consider the experiment of tossing a coin. I the coin shows head, toss it again, but it shows tail, then 
throw a die. Find the conditional probability of the event that ‘the die shows a number greater than 4 
given that ‘there is at least on tail’ 

37. Find out the mode of the following series. 

Wages (Rs.) below 25 25-50 50-75 75-100 100-125 above 125 
No. of 

persons 10 30 40 25 20 15 

(or) 

The Joint probability function of X and Y is given below. 

 
Y              X 0 1 2 

0 0.06 0.15 0.09 

1 0.08 0.20 0.12 

2 0.06 0.15 0.09 
Prove that E (xy)  = E (x)  E (y) 

38. Calculate the quartile deviation and its coefficient from the following data. 

Class Interval 10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-35 

Frequency 8 12 14 10 6 
(or) 

A set of three similar coins are tossed 100times with the following results. 

No. of Heads 0 1 2 3 

Frequency 36 40 22 2 

fit a binomial distribution and estimate the expected frequencies. 
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